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The “Safeguard the Guard” bill, which requires the
Governor to review all federal orders for Wisconsin
Guard troops and to refuse any order determined
to be illegal, is scheduled for a hearing at the state
Capitol.
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12:30: Press conference and rally, rotunda of state
Capitol, featuring Vets for Peace and Mike Fisher,
Vermont legislator and author of the nation's first
state-level legislation challenging federal misuse of
the National Guard.
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5:00pm: Post-hearing celebration at Brocach, 7
West Main Street, on the Capitol Square.
Suggested donation of $10 goes to to VFP
Milwaukee's homeless vets initiative and Madison
Porchlight's vets house (no one will be turned
away for lack of funds.)
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For seven years, members of the
Wisconsin Guard have been sent, over
and over again, to fight in Iraq without a
valid Congressional authorization.
On Tuesday, March 9, ten legislators
will hear the case for “Safeguard the
Guard”, a bill to protect Wisconsin's
Guard from unlawful overseas
deployments.
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